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Abstract A dense array of seismometers was installed and operated in the botan-
ical garden of UNAM within the Valley of Mexico during April and May 1994. The
slow surface velocities at the array require an approach to array analysis with the

~ capability of measuring arrival-time differences between stations of less than the
sampling interval of the data. Applying the method to principal-component seis-
mograms from earthquakes at local and regional ranges from a number of directions
provides the first quantitative information on the composition of the wave-field in-
cident upon Mexico City. Phases that propagate through the entire crust, such as the
initial P and Lg waves, cross the array with the expected backazimuth. On the other
hand, surface waves in the 2.5- to 5-sec period band, which are sensitive to upper-
crustal structure, show systematic rotations of backazimuth. These suggest changes
in upper-crustal structure or point scatterers located north and south of Mexico City.
For earthquakes outside of the Valley of Mexico, no significant energy was observed
propagating across the array from the east (from the lake zone). Thus, although it is
clear that sei smic waves resonate within the lake zone, little, if any, of this energy
is transmitted into the hill zone where the array was located. However, long-duration
ground motions are observed at the array, with evidence of multipathing. A back-
projection of the se late, off -azimuth arrivaIs indicates that their sources correlate
with the boundaries of the Quatemary volcanics of the trans-Mexican volcanic belt.

f

Introduction

~ One of the most important problems for sei smic zona- but cannot propagate very far into the lakebed zone. An al-
tion is to account for the large variations in ground motion temative explanation, offered by Flores et al. (1987), Selig-
that may occur as a result of topography or near-surface man et al. (1989), and Mateos et al. (1993), is that the long
geologic structure: site effects. The primary example of these duration is due to the lateral resonance of horizontally prop-
effects is Mexico City, where the 1985 Michoacan earth- agating P waves, which are generated by S-to-P conversion
quake (over 360 km away) caused extreme damage to 5- to upon entering the clay layer and are flot affected by the low
10-story buildings in an area of the city built on an ancient shear-wave Q of the clay. Chavez-Garcia and Bard (1994)
dry lakebed. Very shortly after the earthquake, it became and Sanchez-Sesma and Luzon (1996) argued that the hor-
clear that ID amplification of ground motion due to the dif - izontal amplitude of the S-to-P conversion is very small, that
ference in acoustic impedance between the lakebed sedi- if it exists, the frequency of this resonance is much lower
ments and the underlying volcanic rocks could flot explain than the nearly harmonic 2-sec ground motion observed in
the long duration of strong shaking in Mexico City (San- the lake zone, and that bigher modes of resonance actually
chez-Sesma et al., 1988; Kawase and Aki, 1989). Bard et correspond, once again, to Rayleigh waves.
al. (1988), Sanchez-Sesma et al. (1989), Campillo et al. As a result of geotechnical measurements of shallow
(1988), and Kawase and Aki (1989) modeled the 2D re- surface geology, the Valley of Mexico bas been divided into
sponse of the basin due to an incident plane wave and found three seismic hazard zones (see Fig. 1): (1) the bill zone,
that edge-generated surface waves prolong the resonance of with volcanic ftows and tuffs at the surface; (II) the transition
the basin, particularly in the presence of a thin, soft clay zone, with Quatemary alluvium; and (III) the lake zone, with
layer. However, Chavez-Garcia and Bard (1994) have 10 to 100 m of clay underlain by sand. Spectral ratios sug-
shown that with a reasonable estimate of anelastic attenua- gest that ground motions in the lake zone are amplified by
tion for the clay layer (Qs = 25), surface waves with sig- factors up to 50 relative to the bill zone for frequencies from
nificant amplitudes are generated near the edge of the basin 0.2 to 0.7 Hz (e.g., Singh et al., 1988). Ordaz and Singh
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Mexico City ln this study, we present the first results from a dense
array of seismographs placed within the Valley of Mexico

19.50 in order to analyze the wave-field incident from a number
Texcoco Lake of directions. Recently, dense, temporary arrays have been

deployed to measure weak motions in a number of areas
ID (Frankeletal., 1991; Hartzelletal., 1994; Morietal., 1994;

;:;.-.:~: Lee et al., 1994; Spudich et al., 1996). ln most of these
- (..~ I;) studies, correlation techniques and polarization analysis are
0 . ..-' -
i . ...~:f..! used to identify secondary, off-azimuth arrivaIs. ln the case
.~ .:~;:;:~ o~~:"~-::~~:~~-'.. {: of Mexico City, low surface velocities result in nearly ver-
-' f!1u ,;;c:;;;'- 1 ..J \\ tical incidence angles, and the small aperture results in very

.::~. Santa Catsrins j..:~ small arrivaI-lime differences as the waves cross the array.
'. -, -'
'".::"",-' Beamforming and f-k analysis yield poor resolution of the

ID Ch8lœ horizontal slowness vector. Therefore, we use a procedure
.. .0.. Lake that allows accurate determination of arrivaI-lime differ-

1 i ~ 4 o_; "~~;:;c; ",,.,::;;: ences less than the sampling rate of the data. The method is

- 19.318 r,. r,. -99010 -99005 -99.00 -98.95 applied to earthquakes north, northeast, southeast, and south
0 . .
-; 3 Longitude (0) of Mexico City.
-g r,.
;E 19.316 7
~ r,.

5 The Jardin Array
19.314 r, 100 meters An array of 7 three-component seismometers was in-

-99.196 -99.194 -99.192 -99190 stalled and operated from 1 April to 14 May 1994 within the
Longitude (O) botanical garden ("jardin" in both Spanish and French) of

Figure 1. Map of Mexico City showing seismic theUniversidadN~cional~ut6noma~e~éxico(Fig.l).The
zones 1 (hill zone), il (intermediate zone), and ni (lake array was located ln the htll zone (seiSInlC zone 1), near the
zone). Highways and other landmarks are shown in edge of the intermediate zone (seismic zone fi), on the west-
gray. The location and geometry (inset) of the Jardin ern edge of the Valley of Mexico. Of course, it would have
array are also shown. been desirable to record ground motions in the lake zone

(seismic zone ru), but the high level of ambient cultural
noise within zones fi and m within Mexico City precluded

(1992) and Singh et al. (1995) have shown that ground mo- collecting useful data during the lime period of this experi-
lions in the bill zone are, themselves, amplified by a factor ment. AIso, we wished to test the conclusions of Singh and
of about 10 at the saIne frequencies relative to ground-mo- Ordaz (1993). Therefore, the array was placed in a relatively
lion attenuation curves established outside of Mexico City. quiet area of zone 1. The instruments were buried or placed
Singh and Ordaz (1993) demonstrate that if the triggered on slabs near identifiable landmarks (a greenhouse, storage
seismographs in the bill zone measure a sufficient length of buildings, parking lots, private access roads). Standard and
record (unlike accelerograms of the 1985 Michoacan and GPS surveys were performed to locale the stations both hor-
1989 Guerreroearthquakes), IDpropagatorsappliedtothese izontally and vertically. Later, the locations were checked
records can reproduce the duration of strong shaking in the using aerial photos and large-scale maps. The locations are
lake zone. Thus, they suggest that the long coda observed in listed in Table 1. The aperture of the array is about 500 m
the lake zone is already present in the coda of the bill zone in both N-S and E-W directions with an average station
(but at lower amplitude) and that beating in the coda must spacing of about 150 m.
be due to multipathing between the source and the bill zone The instruments of the array are part of the portable
or within the volcanic layers of the bill zone. ln a comment, LITHOSCOPE network (Poupinet et al., 1990). Each station
Baez et al. (1994) remind Singh and Ordaz (1993) to con- consists of a three-component, 5-sec Lennartz velocitytrans-
sider feedback into the bill zone from the lake zone (in par- ducer digitized continuously with 16-bit sampling at a rate
ticular, their P-wave resonance model). Bard and Chavez- of 25 samples peT second. The internat clock at each station
Garcia (1993) have alSO demonstrated that applying a ID was calibrated by means of a GPS receiver every two days,
propagator to ground motions computed from a 2D sediment and Campillo et al. (1994) demonstrated that the clock drift
model yields unrealistically long durations relative to a com- was quite linear with errors less than about 0.2 sec/day. Nev-
plete 2D model, including the clay layer above the sedi- ertheless, in the analysis procedures described below, more
ments. Of course, the volcanic layer of the bill zone bas accurate lime corrections are determined for each event re-
perhaps an order of magnitude greater extent (both horizon- corded. The orientation of the horizontal components was
tally and vertically) than the sediment layer modeled by Bard measured in the field.
and Chavez-Garcia (1993). avec 24 well-located events were recorded during the
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Table 1
Jardin Array Station Locations

Lati d Lo . d Relative Position
tu e ngttu e

Station ("N) (OW) (m E) (m N) (m Up) Location

1 19.318 99.19548 -157 - 55.6 0.86 grande serre tropicale

2 19.3185 99.1939 0 0 0 petit local
3 19.3163 99.19382 8.3 -246 1.92 tunnel
4 19.3179 99.19<>45 342 -74 1.26 heliport
5 19.3141 99.19402 -11.4 -498 5.9 seminaire
6 19.3186 99.19245 143.8 3.8 -.2.87 serre blanche
7 19.3154 99.19096 291.4 -345 1.94 jungle

array dep1oyment (Fig. 2). Most were located along the Mex-

ican subduction zone, primarily from the area of the Guer- 22. Sa L P . nuIS oras,

fera seismic gap (magnitudes 3.9 to 4.9). However, two deep *
earthquakes from southem Bo1ivia (magnitudes 5.8 and 6.2)

20.
were recorded, as were smal1 events from the north, north- Jardin Arra~excoco

east, and southeast. Figure 3 shows an examp1e of the radial œ Alto R~ 8a/sas Puebla
component of ground velocity at each station for the Guer- a 18. *

fera event of 14 May (0653 GMT, magnitude 4.9). Due to ~
the small aperture of the array, the ground motions are quite ~ 16.

coherent from one station to another, but slight variations
are apparent. It is these differences between the waveforms 14.

that al1ows us to identify the type and direction of propa-
gation of various waves crossing the array through time. We
have se1ected Il events at local and regional distances for 12. 262. 266. 268. 270'

analysis (Table 2; black stars in Fig. 2) to identify scatterers Long~ude

and sources of reverberation within and around the Valley 2f M . Figure. Map of Mexico showing the Jardin array
0 eXlCO. (triangle) and earthquakes recorded during the array

deployment (stars). Events analyzed in this study are
Array Processing and Analysis indicated by black stars.

ln Mexico City, the resonant period of the long-duration
response of the valley is 2 to 5 sec, considerably longer than polarization analysis, a method for measuring the time delay
that encountered for the other arrays mentioned above. A between stations by a linear regression on the phase differ-
complicating factor is that the near-surface ve1ocity is so low ence spectrum, and 1inear inversion of these time delays for
(the near-surface P-wave velocity at the botanical garden the horizontal slowness of a plane wave. The polarization
was measured as 0.55 km/sec; Campillo et al., 1994) that analysismakesuseofallthreecomponentsofgroundmotion
body waves arrive nearly vertically beneath the array. Be- and, because of the array average, gives a fairly robust mea-
cause of the samp1ing rate of the data, initial analyses using sure of ground motion within the array. However, it is flOt
the grid-search method of Frankel et al. (1991) resulted in a sensitive to the differences in ground motion across the ar-
broad peak in cross-correlation centered slightly away from ray, and it is these differences ~at indicate the direction and
but encompassing a slowness value of zero. Nearly identical speed of wave propagation. The phase difference slowness
results were obtained using the f-k analysis functions in the inversion, on the other band, is sensitive to these differences
SAC package (from Lawrence Livermore Labs) and a fre- but gives separate estimates of wave propagation for each
quency-domain bearnforming program by Olivier Coutant of the three components. It is also less stable and more sus-
(personal comm.). Each ofthese approaches was tested using ceptib1e to the effects of noise and errors in the data. Our
synthetic seismograms and operates correctly. However, solution is a combined approach that takes advantage of the
when synthetics with slow surface velocities and the same strengths of bath of these methods.
sampling rate as the Jardin array were used, none could re- We first bandpass filter the data into a series of octave-
salve backazimuth (the direction from the receiver to the width bands with periods of 0.3125 to 0.625, 0.625 to 1.25,
source) adequately. The application to Mexico City requires 1.25 to 2.5, 2.5 to 5.0, and 5.0 to 10.0 sec. The Pg and Lg
a method with resolution of arrival-time differences smaller wave trains are contained primarily in the first three bands,
than the sampling interval of the data. but the later arriving, long-duration ground motion, like that

The array analysis procedure combines array-averaged which caused much of the damage in the 1985 Michoacan
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Figure 3. Radial (North) component
~ ground velocity data recorded at the seveD sta-
K tions of the Jardin array for the Guerrero earth-

Time trom Origin (sec) quake of 14 May (06h53) 1994.

Table 2
Earthquakes Recorded at the Jardin Array*

Origin TlnIe (GMT) Dis! Azim BAZ Depth
No. Date HrMn Sec (km) (O) (O) Mag (km) Location---

1 4/22 0620 25.1 198.1 48.6 229.1 4.1 69 Alto Rio Balsas
12 4/30 0810 29.5 34.0 251.0 70.9 4.2 1.5 Texcoco

3 5/4 1957 52.0 280.7 14.2 194.4 4.4 31 Guerrero
4 5/5 1218 50.7 337.4 24.6 205.0 4.4 41 Guerrero
5 5/5 1239 29.6 312.6 20.8 201.1 3.9 43 Guerrero
6 5/6 2109 35.0 169.4 320.5 140.2 4.9 70 Puebla
7 5/10 0242 25.0 303.2 41.6 222.2 4.2 9 Guerrero
8 5/11 0508 41.2 235.0 190.2 10.0 4.0 15 San Luis Potosi
9 5/14 0653 Il.8 340.7 359.6 179.5 4.9 19 Guerrero

10 5/14 0659 49.7 384.0 1.80 181.8 4.6 18 Guerrero
Il 5/14 0736 33.9 369.8 357.5 177.4 4.6 20 Guerrero
- -,

*Locations and origin times are from the catalog of the Instituto de Geoffsica, UNAM.

earthquake, appears in the fourth band (2.5 to 5 sec). Be- east, north, up). Within each window, the covariance matrix
cause of the instrument response, there is little energy in the is computed as Sij = ~ixj/N, where N is the number of
longest-period band. Similarly, the two shorter-period bands points within the time window. To make full use of the fairly
include predominantly random scattered energy. Thus, most coherent data across the array, we compute the array-aver-
of the useful information is contained in the 1.25- to 2.5- aged covariance matrix as Sij = ~Sij/M for M stations. Since
and 2.5- to 5-sec bands. Time windows are chosen short the time windows chosen are typically several seconds in
enough to enable a detailed analysis and to minimize mixing length (or at least several tells of the sampling interval), and
of multiple arrivais within a single window but long enough the time lags due to waves crossing the array in Mexico City
to encompass the passband of the data. This typically means are often a fraction of the sampling interval, we make no
time windows twice the length of the longer-period limit of correction for phase propagation before taking the array av-
the passband (e.g., 10 sec for the 2.5- to 5-sec band). The erage of the covariance matrix. Besides, at the time the po-
time windows are overlapped by 75%, and we interpret the larization analysis is performed, those waves have DOt yet
results in terms of groups of time windows rather than in been interpreted.
terms of individual windows. An eigenvalue decomposition of the 3 X 3 covariance

ln the polarization analysis, we use a time-domain ei- matrix results in the three principal components of ground
genvalue method based on lurkevics (1988). For a given motion within the time window. P waves, S waves (in the
station, the three components of ground motion are win- absence of anisotropy), and Love waves are expected to gen-
dowed and rotated iota the coordinates Xi (i = l, 2, 3 = erate a single, nonzero eigenvalue, since their particle mo-
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tion is polarized in a single direction. Rayleigh waves gen- ~ wi<f>iwl
erate two nonzero eigenvalues, since their particle motion is L\t = n

elliptical within a vertical plane. ln general, however, since ~ w;wl
there is noise and multiple arrivais may interfere within a n

given window, ail three eigenvalues will typically be non- with the additional constraint that the line pass through the
zero. Since our purpose is to identify a single plane wave origin. The weighting factor minimizes the influence of fre-
propagating across the array within each time window, we quencies for which there is little power or coherence between
interpret only the largest eigenvalue, ).1; its eigenvector Ui signais. Padding the windowed time series before Fourier
indicates the direction of particle motion for this wave. The transforrning increases the effective sampling rate in fre-
inclination and azimuth of that particle motion are given by quency (although without any increase in information), so

that the linear regression can be taken over several (usually
. -1 [u~ -1 UI tens ot) frequency points. If the time delay is greater than
1 = tan U and Az = tan ~ . the sampling interval of the data, the seismograms are lagged

3 by an integral number of samples, and the regression is re-

There is a 180° ambiguity in particle motion direction, so peated. Thus, the final regression always deterrnines the por-
we consider only 0 < i < 90° and 0 < Az < 180°. For a P tion of the arrival-time difference that is a fraction of the
wave, the inclination of particle motion is the apparent in- sample interval. Tests with data and synthetics indicate that
cidence angle, which is related to the actual incidence angle it is important to choose the frequencies for the regression
of the ray through the ratio of P- and S-wave velocities. carefully but that time delays substantially legs than the sam-
Bockelmann (1995) shows that the difference is small for pling interval of the data may be reliably obtained.
ray incidence angles legs than about 60°, so in the case of Once the time delay between each pair of stations bas
Mexico City, we can ignore the distinction. Although the been deterrnined for a given time window, we may solve for
linearity or planarity of the particle motion may be deter- the slowness of the assumed plane wave propagating across
mined from ratios of the eigenvalues, we prefer to plot both the array. Since for the Jardin array there is very little ele-
the amplitude of ~~ larg:st eig:nvalue, ).1' as weIl as the vation difference between stations, the vertical component
total amplitude, J).I + ~ + ).3' for each time window. of slowness is poorly resolved, and we solve only for the
When these are similar, a single plane wave is a good ap- horizontal slowness. If the known station separations are /3,x
proximation of the incident wave field. Before applying the and L\y (x east and y north), the predicted time delay between
next step, we rotate the three-component ground-motion data station pair iis t5ti = PxAxi - Pj1Yi. The partial derivative
for each window into the single principal-component direc- of t5ti with respect to Px is simply - /3,xi, while that with
tion. This improves the signal-ta-noise ratio as weIl as the respect to Py is - L\Yi. It is simple matter to invert the dif-

interstation coherence. To ensure that the time windows for ference between the observed and predicted time delays (L\ti
ail stations begin at the Saille time, the seismograms are lin- - t5tJ for the change in slowness from the starting model,

early interpolated to the Saille absolute time sampling before L\px and L\py. We use a generalized inverse, but since this is
windowing and rotation. a linear problem and bath parameters are resolved, it is

To deterrnine the time delay between stations, we use a equivalent to a simple, undamped least squares.
method developed by Poupinet et al. (1984) for analysis of Before inverting for slowness, it is important to take
earthquake doublets. The principal-component seismograms account of any timing errors in the data. We may consider
at each station are windowed and tapered [SI(t) and S2(t)] that for a given event, each station bas a constant but un-
then Fourier transformed [ta F I(W) and F2(w)], and the cross known time error, Ej' which when combined with the errors
spectrum is formed [Cliw) = F l(w)*Fiw), where * de- from other stations, yields an error in the time delay estimate

notes the complex conjugate]. The time delay is deterrnined for each pair of stations, Bi- We assume that we know the
by a linear regression on the slope of the phase of the cross direction and phase velocity of the initial P wave, so we may
spectrum (lp(w) = tan-i Im{Cliw)}/Re{Cliw)}), with a predict the time delay for this wave. Note that we could

weighting fonction deterrnined by the power and coherence choose any wave for this calibration, but the initial P wave
between signais: is least ambiguously identified, and because of its near-

vertical incidence, the predicted time delays are relatively
- 1 r;:;---;-:-:-:: ,. -".. -2 ... insensitive to the assumed backazimuth. The difference be-w(w) - ,,1 ~/[coh(w) - -1], tweeD the observed time delay for this window and the

predicted time delay gives an estimate of the time delay er-
where for: Bi = (L\t? - t5t?). These are determined from the unfil-

tered velocity data so as to provide the broadest frequency
ICliciJ)1 band for the linear regression of the phase difference. The

coh(w) = IF (w)IIF (w),' errors in the time delays are deterrnined for each pair of
1 2 stations, so if there are N stations each with absolute time

Thus, the linear regression avec n points between specified error Ej' there will be N - 1 time-delay errors that depend

frequencies is on this absolute error. With simple matrix algebra, we may
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!determine N - 1 estimates of the absolute time eITor for
each station, Ej (assuming that one of the stations bas zero 2LOH Synthetics, With Time Errors, Bandpassed 1.25-2.5s

eITor), which we average to determine the station rime cor-
rection. Since the station time coITections should be constant
between rime windows and frequency bands for a given ~
event, these are stored in a file and applied when the seis-
mograms are windowed for rotation into the principal com-
ponent. Slight eITors in the phase velocity and backazimuth
assumed in the calibration will result in slight, systematic
eITors in the inverted slowness; however, test inversions in-
dicate that the relative slownesses are quite stable.

Synthetic Tests

As an example and test of the analysis method, synthetic
seismograms were computed using the frequency-wavenum- i
ber integration method of Barker (1984) for a simple con- ~tinental crustal model with two layers over a half -space. The ""CS. ~

array geometry of the Jardin array was assumed, and the ~
source was located at a depth of 10 km, 273 km away at a 0

backazimuth of 190°, and a mechanism appropriate for a
subduction zone earthquake. The synthetics were computed
with a sampling rate of 10 samples ver second but, to be
consistent with the Jardin array data, were interpolated to 25
samples ver second. Nevertheless, the original Nyquist fre-
quency (5 Hz) imposes an upper limit on the frequency band
for this test. To test the determination of station rime eITors,
the start times of the synthetics were shifted by - 0.08, 0.16,
- 0.24, 0.32, - 0.40, 0.48, and - 0.56 sec for stations 1

through 7, respectively. The station rime coITections were ~
determined for the time window centered at 45 sec in the CI: 0
broadband (unfiltered) synthetics. Prom the polarization ~ 60 70 60

analysis, we fix the slowness for this window to coITespond Time (sec)

to a phase velocity of 8.0 km/sec and a backazimuth of 190°. P. 4Th 1. . .' Igure . Array analysis results for synthetic
e resu trng time eITors, assumrng that station 2 bas zero d 1 " t ' fi t 1groun ve OCI y selsmograms or a wo- ayer over

eITor, are -0.241,0.0, -0.406,0.160, -0.571,0.320, and half-space model. Known time errors have been in-
- 0.726 sec for stations 1 through 7, respectively. If we add cluded in the synthetics in order to test the detenni-
the known eITor for station 2 (0.16 sec), the results give the nation of station time corrections. Shown at the top
COITect values to within 0.01 sec. The results are shown for are representative three-component seismograms,
th th . fi . . bandpass filtered from 1.25- to 2.5-sec period. The

e syn etics, bandpass ltered from 1.25 to 2.5 sec, rn Plg- thr 1 t bel th. h th It f th. . .. ee po s OW IS S ow e resu s 0 e array-
ure 4. For this figure, and followrng sllllllar figures, the three averaged polarization analysis, showing the azimuth,
components of ground motion at one of the stations is shown inclination, and amplitude of the largest eigenvalue of
at the top. The three plots below this present the array-av- ground motion (solid dots) within each time window.
eraged polarization analysis with particle motion azimuth The total amplitude is shown as open dots in the third

d . 1. .. '. . plot, and the theoretical radial direction is indicated
an rnc rnation rn degrees, the amplitude of the largest el- d h d 1. . th fi t 1 t Th b tt thr. . asa ase mem e rspo. e Qom ee
genvalue (solid dots) and the total amplitude (open dots) for plots show the results of the inversion oftime lags for
each time window. The dots are plotted at the center of each horizontal slowness. Shown are the phase velocity
time window, and each window overlaps its neighbor by (the inverse of the length of the horizontal slowness
75%; horizontal bars plotted on the first dot indicate the time vector), the backazimuth (the direction from which

. d d . Th th . al dial d. . . d d the wave crosses the array), and the root-mean-
Will ow uration. e eoretic ra irection IS enote S d 1 tted fr t " fth d t 1. .' quare errorp 0 asa ac Ion 0 e a asamp mg

by a dashed lrne on the plot of azlmuth, and we see that the interval. Once again, the theoretical backazimuth is
P-wave train bas its particle motion in this direction. The indicated as a dashed line. The dots are plotted at the
lower three plots present the results of the inversion for hor- center of each time window, the duration of which is
izontal slowness. Shown are the phase velocity (the inverse indicated by horizontal bars plotted for the first time

. . window. Error bars indicate the formai errors in the
of the length of the honzontal slowness vector), the backazl- .. ( t d d d . ti.. h t... mverSl0n one s an ar eVla on m eac componen
muth (the direction from WhlCh the wave propagates across of slowness). Shading emphasizes arrivais discussed
the array), and the root-mean-squared eITor, shown as the in the text.
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fraction of the samp1ing interval, dt. Vertical bars indicate 2LOH Synthetics, 5% Noise Added, Bandpassed 1.25-2.55
the format errors in the inversion (one standard deviation in
each component of slowness) due to phase regression errors. Z

These are quite small, and as discussed below, do Dot rep- ~ r

resent ail of the error in the analysis. Once again, the theo- -
1

retical backazimuth direction is denoted by a dashed line. ln
the time windows for which there is significant signal, the
slowness inversion gives the correct backazimuth (within 1 ° 0 ~
or 2°), and the phase velocities are consistent with the model. 6""'
Note that since the rime errors that were added were Dot "Ji i

random, inversion without adequate station rime corrections ~
would result in solutions systematically offset from the cor- 0

rect ODes. ~~
A second synthetic test is shown in Figure 5. ln this -

case, we have added random (white) noise equal to 5% of 1
the maximum amplitude in the rime domain to the original - ~

synthetics. The noise is uncorrelated between traces, and as ~
in real data, the actual signal-to-noise ratio varies for differ- 00(

0
ent time windows and different frequency bands. Once

0
again, station time corrections were determined from the P- "in' ;
wave window (centered at 45 sec) on the broadband syn- ~ :
thetics. The results were near zero (the correct value), rang- -;:
ing from - 0.0030 to + 0.0028 sec (less than 1/10 of the 51

sampling interval). Figure 5 shows the results for the syn- ~ ;
thetics, bandpass filtered from 1.25 to 2.5 sec. The polari- ~ ~

zation analysis is essentially unaffected by the addition of III ~
noise (compare Figs. 5 and 4). The phase velocity is fairly '!i; CI(

stable for time windows with significant amplitude. How- 00 ~
ever, the addition of noise causes a variation in the deter- ~
mined backazimuth of about 5° to 10°. Of course, where 0 -

60- 70 80 90 100 110
there is little signal above the noise level in this frequency Time (sec)
band, such as late in the P coda and beyond 90 sec, the RMS
error is relatively large and the determination of the slowness Figure 5. Array analysis results for the synthetic
vector is unstable. This test indicates that, in the presence of seismograms that include uncorrelated random noise
noise the determination of backazimuth for time windows with a level of 5% of the peak time-domain amplitude.. ' .. . . . This illustrates the expected level of variation of results

Wlth slgnlficant sIgnal m the frequency band of mterest bas in the presence of noise and the instability of the . -

a limit of accuracy of 5° to 10°, even though the format errors version when the signaI-to-noise ratio is very low. N~~e
in the inversion indicate a greater accuracy. that the variation due to noise is greater than the formai

As a third synthetic test, we wish to identify off-azimuth errors in the inversion. Same format as Figure 4.
arrivaIs in a laterally varying velocity structure. We use syn-
thetics computed by Pedersen et al. (1995) using an indirect
boundary element method for a 2D sedimentary basin with
a single plane wave obliquely incident from below. The is determined by the y component of the phase velocity, Gy,
model consists of a N-striking sedimentary valley of width of the incident wave in the substrate below the valley, which
10 km, depth 0.5 km, and shear velocity 1.1 km/sec over a depends on the velocity in the substrate, V, the incidence
half-space with shear velocity 2.8 km/sec. Ground-velocity angle, i, and the azimuth, Az, measured clockwise from the
impu1se-response synthetics were computed for positions at - x direction. Figure 7 shows the array analysis applied to
lOO-fi increments across the valley (an E-W line), low-pass the synthetics shown in Figure 6 if the "array" is placed 4
filtered at 1.6 Hz, then interpolated to a sampling rate of 25 km from the western margin of the valley. ln this case, we
samples peT second. An example for the case of an SV-wave show unfiltered synthetics, but the frequency band of the
incident from an azimuth of - 60° and an incidence angle of analysis is from 0.5 to 1.5 Hz. The direct wave arrives at
60° is shown in Figure 6. To simu1ate the Jardin array geom- about 4 sec (highlighted in gray), and the polarization bas
etry, we select synthetics with appropriate station separations the expected azimuth and inclination for an SV wave. ln the
in the x direction (E-W), then apply a constant rime shift for slowness inversion, we see that the direct wave arrives from
each record to simulate station separation in the y direction the expected backazimuth (- 60° from N) and with an ap-
(N-S). The rime shift, ~t = - ~Y/Cy = - ~y sin(i) sin(Az)/V, propriate phase velocity. At about 8 sec, the particle motion
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Basin Model U Basin Synthetics, SV/30/60 x=4.0, 0.5-1.5 Hz
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Figure 6. East-component synthetic ground veloc- Figure 7. Array analysis of the unfiltered synthetic
ities along an E-W profile across a N-striking sedi- ground velocities computed 4 km from the edgeof a
mentary valley, computed with the indirect boundary N-striking sedimentary valley for an SV-wave inci-
element method of Pedersen et al. (1995) for an SV- dent from a backazimuth of -60°. SaIne format as
wave incident at 60° from a backazimuth of - 60° Figure 4.
(WNW). The position chosen for the array analysis is
indicated at the top of the seismograms.

of the slowness inversion oscillates from west to east. This
test shows that the array analysis method is capable of dis-

becomes nearly vertical, the phase velocity decreases, the tinguishing multiple arrivais propagating across the array
backazimuth shifts toward the west, and the particle motion from different directions through time, for the case of a sin-
shifts toward the east. This is the Rayleigh wave generated gle incident plane wave. This is precisely what we wish to
from the western edge of the valley and may be seen in determine for Mexico City, but of course, in that case, the

Figure 6 as the second-arriving wave that propagates slowly incident wave field is much more complex.

from west to east. At 12 to 13 sec, the backazimuth abruptly
changes to the east (slightly less than 90°), the particle mo- Results
tion rotates from southeast to south, then to northeast, and
the inclination varies from near horizontal to near vertical. Although the source region of greatest seismic risk for
This is the combination of Love and Rayleigh waves gen- Mexico City is the subduction zone to the south, we will
erated at the eastern margin of the valley. At later times, begin with the results for a small earthquake from the north,
multiple reftections of these edge-generated surface waves in the region of San Luis Potosi (magnitude 4.0; see Fig. 2
interfere, and while it is difficult to distinguish specific ar- for location). Although the signal-to-noise ratio is relatively
rivais in the synthetic seismograms (Fig. 6), the backazimuth low, the P wave may be identified in the 1.25- to 2.5-sec

-
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lJlf{{d (plg-. 8B) Bt Boout 35 sec, with particle motion close to sists of Rayleigh waves at 90 sec, changes to a mixture of
vertical (inclination 15°) and in the expected direction (the Love and Rayleigh waves at 97 sec, and back to Rayleigh
theoretical backazimuth is 10°). The station time corrections at 110 sec. The initial arrivai at 90 sec crosses the array with
deterrnined for this phase from the unfiltered data are aliless a backazimuth close to that expected, but later arrivais are
than 0.045 sec (see Table 3 for the station time corrections rotated 20° to 30° toward the NNW. From these two bands,
for each event analyzed), and we see that the formaI errors we see that the P wave and the initial S and Rayleigh waves
and the RMS time errors for the slowness inversions are cross the array from the expected direction, but the Lg coda
small for time windows with significant arrivais. Upon ar- and the surface-wave arrivaIs appear to be coming from the
rival of the Lg phase beyond about 65 sec, the particle mo- northwest. This indicates forward scattering or refraction
tion becomes horizontal and largely in the radial direction. from a location north to northwest of the array. We see no
The phase velocity steadily decreases from a very high phase significant energy propagating across the array from the east,
velocity for the initial S-wave arrivaI (5 to 6 km/sec) to more the direction of the lake zone.
typical values of 1.5 to 3 km/sec; however, the backazimuth A relatively deep earthquake (70 km) beneath Puebla
also systematically rotates to the north (at 68 to 85 sec) and (magnitude 4.9; once again, see Fig. 2 for location) provides
to about 60° west of north beyond 90 sec. Late-arriving, information on wave propagation from a well-iocated on-
long-period surface waves are better seen in the 2.5- to 5- shore earthquake from the southeast. P waves are not strong
sec band (Fig. 8b). The principal component of motion con- in the 2.5- to 5-sec band (Fig. 9), but the first S wave arrives

San Luis Potosi 940511 05h08, Bandpassed 1.25-2.55 San Luis Potosi 940511 05h08, Bandpassed 2.5-5.05
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Figure 8. (a) Array analysis results for the observed ground motions from the San
Luis Potosi earthquake bandpassed from a 1.25- to 2.5-sec period. Same format as
Figure 4. (b) Array analysis results for the observed ground motions from the San Luis
Potosi earthquake bandpassed from a 2.5- to 5-sec period. Same format as Figure 4.
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Table 3
Station Time Corrections

TIlDe ~. c BAZ Station TIlDe C9rrections (sec)

No. (sec) (Hz) (km/sec) (°) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
, .

1 27.0-32.0 0.2-1.0 10. 230. 0.026 0 0.300 0.133 0.042 -0.110 -0.012*
2 6.5-9.0 0.5-1.0 10. 70. 0.019 0 -0.012§ -0.015 0.028 0.779 -0.043
3* 35.0-40.0 0.5-1.5 10. 194. -0.006 0 0.156 0.029 -0.057 -0.155 0.037
4* 42.5-47.5 0.5-1.5 10. 205. -0.01 0 0.218 0.009 -0.096 -0.2 0.038
5* 40.0-45.0 0.5-1.5 10. 205. -0.019 0 0.214 0.008 -0.094 0.198 0.041
6 27.5-32.5 0.5-2.0 10. 140. 0.007 0 0 0.001 -0.018 -0.003 -0.002
7 42.5-47.5 0.5-1.0 10. 222. -0.038 0 -0.016 0.073 -0.062 -0.024 0.059
8 32.5-37.5 0.4-1.5 10. 10. -0.007 0 0.026 -0.032 -0.007 0.045
9 52.5-57.5 0.12-1.0 10. 180. -0.002 0 -0.086 0.024 -0.069 0.008 -0.008

lOt 47.5-52.5 0.5-1.5 10. 182. -0.002 0 -0.086 0.024 -0.069 0.008 -0.008
lIt 57.5-62.5 0.5-1.5 10. 177. -0.002 0 -0.086 0.024 -0.069 0.008 -0.008

*Station lime corrections calcu1aled from vertical componenl.
tAssume the same station lime correction as event 9.
:j:Station lime correction calcu1aled after seismogram was lagged 4 sec.
§No abso1ule lime for this station. Seismogram was aligned with Station 2, then station lime correction was calculated.

at about 45 sec with the expected polarization, phase veloc- Puebla 940506 21 h09, Bandpassed 2.5-5.0s
ity, and backazimuth for an SV wave from the source (thetheoretical backazimuth is 140°). This remains the case until, vz

at about 82 sec, a wave arrives with particle motion in the ~ vr
east direction, a slower phase velocity (2 km/sec) but a back- ..
azimuth rotated toward the south (170°). Just before 110 sec, vt

another wave arrives with a similar phase velocity, but with
particle motion to the NE and a backazimuth rotated even 31
farther toward the SSW (to about 190°). The shorter-period _0

band is equally complicated, with combinations of Love and ~ i
Rayleigh waves continuing for more than 100 sec after the 2
S-wave arrivaI, but all of these arrivaIs after about 80 sec -

0

propagate across the array with backazimuths that are rotated -
30° to 60° toward the SSW from the expected direction. This ~ ~
is the opposite sense of rotation of backazimuth for late- i
arriving surface waves from that observed for the San Luis ~
Potosi earthquake from the north. For this earthquake from c. N
the southeast, these late arrivaIs indicate a source of scatter- ~
ing or refraction located south to southwest of the array. 0

Again, we see no significant arrivaIs from the east.
Another interesting earthquake was a shallow event ~ :

(depth 1.5 km, magnitude 4.2) that occurred beneath the vol- .[ wo

canics southeast of Texcoco lake (see Fig. 2), whose prop- () :
agation path crosses the Valley of Mexico. ln the initial in- i
spection of waveforms for this event, we found that station ~
6 lagged behind about 0.75 sec relative to the other stations, ~ @
indicating a clock error. Station time corrections based on m ~
the assumed P-wave slowness accounted for this error (the - co

correction for station 6 is 0.779 sec; see Table 3), and the §.
results are quite good. ln the 2.5- to 5-sec band (Fig. 10), P ~ -
waves are Dot visible, an SH/Love wave arrives at about 10 a: 0

. ." 31 30 40 50 60 70 81 90 100 110 131 130 140
sec, and a varlety of Love and RayleIgh waves arrIve m T' ( )groups over the following 100 sec. This is a very long du- Ime sec

ration of g:ound. motion for an e:ent located only 34. km Figure 9. Array analysis results for the bandpass-
away but IS typlCal of the duratIons observed at statIons filtered (2.5- to 5-sec period) ground motions from
within the lake zone. ln this case, however, both source and the Puebla earthquake. SaIne format as Figure 4.
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receiver are located in the volcanics, with much of the prop- Texcoco 940430 08h10, Bandpassed 2.5-5.0s
agation path crossing the lake zone. Following the SB/Love
wave from about 20 to 40 sec is a Rayleigh wave with par-
ticle motion and backazimuth close to the expected direction ~
(backazimuth 71°) and a phase velocity of 2.5 to 3 km!sec. 0
From 40 to 60 sec is an arrivai with particle motion polarized
along a 100° to 120° azimuth, changing from horizontal to-
ward vertical through time. The backazimuth for this arrivaI
is also about 120°, rotated 50° southeast from the theoretical 0- -
backazimuth, and with a slow phase velocity (1 to 2 km! ce- i
sec). From about 65 to 85 sec, the phase velocity increases, ~
and the backazimuth returns to that expected. Finally, at ~
about 88 sec, a wave arrives with horizontal particle motion 0

on the radial component, but with a backazimuth from the ~ ,north and a very slow phase velocity. So, for the Texcoco ...
event, at least two packets of waves cross the array with i
backazimuths different from the radial direction; one from - 1

a.
the ESE and a later one from the north. It is possible that E
these represent internai reftections or backscattering from the «

0

same locations north and south of Mexico City that affected
arrivaIs from the San Luis Potosi and Puebla earthquakes. ""éï;'" The array recorded several earthquakes from the Guer- ~ U)

rero region of the Mexican subduction zone (see Fig. 2). ~ ...

These are grouped in space and lime such that the recorded ~
waveforms within each group are nearly identical. We take ~ 0

advantage of this multiplicity of information in interpreting ~ i
the results, but we will show only one example. The three m ~
events on 4 and 5 May occurred more than 280 km from

_CIl

Mexico City at a backazimuth of about 200°. For ail three ~
earthquakes, the initial P-wave motion rapidly rotates from ~ -
near vertical to horizontal, but there is little correlation be- a: 0

tweeD the radial components from one array station to an- 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 90 100 110
other. Therefore, station lime corrections for these events Time (sec)
were computed using only the vertical component of the
unfiltered velocity records. An example of the array analysis Figure 10. Array an~ysis results for ~e bandpass-
results (5 May, 12h18, magnitude 4.4) is shown in Figure filtered (2.5- to 5-sec penod) ground m?tlons from the
Il Th . f th P 1 ... 1 . Texcoco earthquake. Same format as Figure 4.. e rotatIon 0 e -wave po anzatIon lS c ear even m
the 2.5- to 5-sec band, but the particle motion azimuth and
the backazimuth are close to the expected value (205° for
this event). Lg arrives at about 92 sec with primarily SB end of the Guerrero seismic zone on 10 May and a deep (69
motion, although in the 1.25- to 2.5-sec band (not shown), km) event on-shore beneath Alto Rio Balsas. ln each case,
Lg bas a mixture of SB and SV motion. The phase velocity the waveforms are quite complicated, the array analysis re-
is about 3 km!sec, and the backazimuth (210°) is only sults are highly variable, and the RMS errors are large. There-
slightly greater than the expected value. Distinct surface- fore, it is difficult to draw conclusions regarding wave prop-
wave arrivais may be identified from 130 to 155 sec, around agation along the path into Mexico City from the southwest
170 sec, and from 190 to 205 sec. ln each case, the deter- other than to say that it may be quite complicated. Campillo
mined backazimuth is close to the expected value with, per- et al. (1989) found no evidence of multipathing in their anal-
haps, a slight rotation to the south through lime. Thus, al- ysis of strong-motion data in Mexico City from the 1985
though the very long duration of ground motion due to Michoacan earthquake.
earthquakes in the Guerrero region indicatessignificant scat-
tering, since the deterrnined backazimuths were DOt signifi- Discussion and Conclusions
cantly different than the theoretical value, this must represent
forward scattering with little evidence for multipathing along Previous studies of earthquake ground motions in the
the path from Guerrero. Valley of Mexico have relied on the analysis of and com-

Array recordings were also analyzed for two small pari sons between individual stations. Amplification and long
earthquakes from the southwest, an offshore event in the NW duration of ground motion bas been documented, and mod-
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els have been developed to explain these effects. However, with the expected backazimuth. Thus, we see no evidence
only with a seismic array can the direction and phase veloc- for lateraIly varying structure in the crust below the upper
ity of interfering arrivaIs be distinguished within the incident few kilometers. On the other band, surface waves in the 2.5-
wave field. The dense array of seismometers operated in the to 5-sec band, which are sensitive to upper-crustal structure,
botanical garden at UNAM during April and May 1994 pro- show systematic rotations of backazimuth. Shapiro et al.
duced the first set of data capable of providing this infor- (1996) measured the group velocities of broadband regionaI
mation. The slow surface velocities at the array require a surface waves aIong a N-S profile from the coast through
refined approach to array anaIysis, with the capability of the VaIley of Mexico. For periods of interest to this study
measuring arrivai-lime differences between stations of legs (2 to 5 sec), they found group velocities of about 2.2 km!
than the sampling intervaI of the data. Applying the method sec both north and south of the valley, and about 1.4 km!sec
to principaI-component seismograms and computing station in the region immediately surrounding the vaIley. The south-
time corrections for an assumed incident P wave provide em limit coïncides approximately with the southem bound-
good results for frequencies in the range of interest for seis- ary of the trans-Mexican volcanic belt (TMVB, see Fig. 12),
mic hazard in Mexico City. while the northem limit faIls within the TMVB near Teoti-

We may draw severaI conclusions from these results and huacan. As shown in Figure 12, active volcanos (open tri-
speculate on a cause. The initiai P and Lg arrivais, which angles) occur in the southem portion of the TMVB, while
consist of waves that propagate through the entire crust, re- the northem section consists of older, inactive volcanos
ftecting from the Moho one or more limes, cross the array (solid triangles) and caIderas (circles). Shapiro et al. (1996)

model the southem TMVB as an irregular 2-km-thick layer
of low-velocity volcanic rock overlying the higher-velocity
sedimentary rock found both north and south of the TMVB.

If we assume that the transition from fast sedimentary
rock to slow volcanic rock is the source of scattering or
refraction of the late,low-frequency surface waves observed
at the Jardin array, since we know the backazimuth and time
delay of these waves, we can back-project them to map out
these sources. For example, for the San Luis Potosi event,
the long-period Rayleigh wave arrives at about 90 sec with
the predicted backazimuth. If we divide the path into fast
and slow sections at 19.65 oN (estimated from Shapiro et

Lor9tude
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. . i fl Active VolcanosTertlary Volcan cs (Irom Mooser el al, 1958).'2" À Inact ive Volcanos24 Quaterna
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(Irom Nixon el al, 1987) (Irom Nixon, 1982 and Verma, 1987)

Figure 12. Map of the trans-Mexican volcanic
belt (TMVB) showing inferred paths oflow-frequency
Rayleigh waves into the Valley of Mexico. Stars in-

Figure Il. Array analysis results for the band- dicate earthquake epicenters. Straight lines show the
pass-filtered (2.5- to 5-sec period) ground motions "direct" raypath to the array (white square), while
from the 5 May (12h18) Guerrero earthquake. Same bent lines show scattered paths determined by back-
format as Figure 4. projection.
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al., 1996), this arrivaI time requires a group velocity of 1.5 that waves resonate within the shaIlow sediments of the lake
km/sec within the volcanics and 3.0 km/sec outside (slightly zone, the array analysis indicates that very little, if any, of
faster than the results of Shapiro et al., 1996). By 110 sec, this energy is transmitted into the bill zone where the array
the backazimuth of the long-period Rayleigh wave bas ro- was located. However, long-duration ground motions are ob-
tated 25° toward the NNW. Back-projecting aIong this di- served at the array, with evidence of multipathing for some
rection, we find that the time delay requires 85 km of path directions of approach. The variations in backazimuth from
in the slower materiaI and 162 km in the faster materiaI (the the expected direction occur at times when coherent arrivaIs
latter required to close the resulting triangle). This location are observed in the seismograms and persist over severaI
is near the Huichapan caldera (Verma, 1987), as shown by time windows, suggesting single forward scattering from
the bent path in Figure 12. Similarly, back-projecting the structuraI boundaries in the upper crust. The late arrivaI
lare arrivaIs from the Puebla earthquake, assuming the tran- times of these off-azimuth arrivaIs suggests that the source
sition from fast to slow velocity for the "direct" Rayleigh of scattering is located weIl beyond the VaIley of Mexico
wave occurs at 18.90 oN (once again estimated from Shapiro and may be associated with the boundaries of the trans-Mex-
et al., 1996), the two late arrivaIs at 85 and 106 sec result ican volcanic belt. This would appear to support the conclu-
in two sources at different backazimuths. These locations sion of Singh and Ordaz (1993) that long-duration ground
coITespond weil with the southern margin of the TMVB (Fig. motions are observed in the bill zone of Mexico City re-
12). For the Texcoco earthquake, the group velocity of the sulting from scattering and multipathing between the source
direct Rayleigh wave is 1.4 km/sec (in agreement with Sha- and the Valley of Mexico.
piro et al., 1996), and we assume that the three laterarrivaIs
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